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ABSTRACT
Introduction: The method of radiotherapy has moved away from
two-dimensional and three-dimensional conformal radiotherapy
towards Volumetric-Modulated Arc Therapy (VMAT) for advanced
carcinomas. VMAT treatments often result in significant clinical
advantage, particularly when concave dose distributions are
required as is often the situation since these tumours are in
close proximity to several critical structures.
Aim: To investigate the potential clinical role of volumetric arc
therapy on cervical cancer patients and its comparison with
fixed-field Intensity-Modulated Radiotherapy (IMRT) was used
as a benchmark.
Materials and Methods: Retrospectively, radiotherapy
treatment plans of fifteen cervical cancer patients were
selected for this study. These patients were previously treated
with sliding window IMRT techniques during January 2020 to
November 2020. For dosimetric comparison of sliding window
IMRT techniques with RapidArc, a new set of plans were created
using VMAT/RapidArc technique. For each patient two plans
were generated and in this way total 30 plans were analysed.
The prescription dose to Planning Target Volume (PTV) was
50.4 Gy in 28 fractions (1.8Gy/fraction) for the 6 MV photon
beam. Comparison of each plan done on the basis of Organs
At Risk (OARs) sparing, coverage index (C), Conformity Index
(CI), Homogeneity Index (HI), dose Gradient Index (GI), and
Unified Dosimetry Index (UDI). This study utilised UDI scoring

for evaluation and comparison of RapidArc and IMRT plans.
Treatment Time (TT) for patient comfort and the number of
Monitor Units (MUs) for long-term side-effects was also taken
into consideration. A paired two-tailed t-test was executed for
the dosimetric study of volumetric arc modulation with RapidArc
and its comparison with the IMRT technique in the radiotherapy
treatment of cervical cancer patients. All the collected data was
analysed using Statistical Package for Social Sciences (SPSS)
version 20.0. The (p-value<0.05) was contemplated for the level
of statistical significance.
Results: Comparable target coverage and better sparing of
OARs were achieved with the RapidArc technique in comparison
to IMRT. As was evident with results of present study, the
values of CI (1.55±0.07), HI (1.07±0.07), GI (0.98±0.01) and UDI
(1.25±0.11) of RapidArc technique showed significant difference
from respective values of IMRT Technique (1.67±0.06, 1.10±0.06,
0.96±0.01 and 1.38±0.13). Values of MUs (1560.47±52.16) and
treatment time (3.71±0.73 mins) were significantlly high in IMRT
technique as compared to RapidArc technique (542.33±51.09
and 2.39±0.35 mins respectively).
Conclusion: From this study, it is clear that a similar planning
goal can be achieved by RapidArc in comparison to fixedfield IMRT with less normal organ toxicity. RapidArc is a faster
and precise treatment technique. The most significant change
comes to see in the number of MUs and TT, which is much
lesser in RapidArc.
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INTRODUCTION
Cervical cancer is a widespread type of cancer all around the
world [1-3]. Radiotherapy is the treatment of choice for definitive
and postoperative management of cervical and endometrial cancer
[4-7]. According to the staging of cancer, pelvic lymph node also
include apart from the primary area. Due to this acute and late
complications occur in genitourinary and gastrointestinal areas. The
main principle of radiotherapy is providing a high dose to the tumour
but as low as a reasonably achievable dose to the normal healthy
organs to reduce long-term side-effects. Good tumour coverage
can be achieved by normal conventional techniques but at the
cost of higher OARs doses. Due to all these complications need
for usage of advanced technology in treatment increased, these
modern techniques can provide better target coverage and good
sparing of OARs also. For these techniques, a plan quality can be
analyzed by using many dosimetric indices. An ideal plan is defined
as one with full uniform dose coverage, exactly conformed to the
target, and stepwise fall off dose outside the target [8-11]. Akpati H
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et al., came with a new idea called a UDI [12]. UDI scoring includes
all four dosimetric indices such as coverage index (C), CI, HI, and
dose GI. UDI scoring of every plan ranked and preferred the least
scored plan as a better plan. Regarding the UDI, very little data is
available for review.
The basic principle of IMRT is to radiate target from multiple directions
to get a conformal dose to target and at the same time low dose to
normal organs [13-16]. IMRT significantly reduces doses to bladder,
bowel, and rectum in comparison to traditionally used techniques
[17-21]. Fixed-field IMRT has a large beam-on time, due to this it
takes a longer time to treat any patient. The number of MUs is also
very large in IMRT techniques. The volumetric-arc therapy (VMAT
or RapidArc) has capability to treat patients by gantry rotation in
360°. Limitations of IMRT plans can be easily overcome with arc
technique and able to achieve more conformal dose in lesser time
with lesser MUs. The primary algorithm of VMAT for planning and
delivery was developed by Otto’s study [22]. RapidArc (Varian
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Medical System, Palo Alto, CA) allows continuous variation in gantry
rotation speed, dose rate, and dynamic Multileaf Collimators (MLCs)
during treatment [23]. These techniques can give single and multiple
arcs with a variable dose rate [24]. Arc therapy has been applied for
the various sites of the body like the prostate, oesophagus, cervix,
and brain tumours [25,26]. Various studies suggested that better
target coverage and better OARs are sparing in RapidArc [27].
This study utilised UDI scoring for evaluation and comparison
of RapidArc and IMRT plans in the case of cervical cancer. The
primary aim for the study was to investigate whether Eclipse TPS
was capable of generating RapidArc plans with dose distributions
that would have been clinically accepted if they had been generated
by standard clinical IMRT.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
This was the retrospective study done on data of fifteen patients
treated at the tertiary care centre.
Inclusion criteria: Data of patients of locally advanced carcinoma
of the cervix with their International Federation of Gynaecology and
Obstetrics (FIGO) stage IB-IIIB, who were earlier treated within the
Department of Radiotherapy,Indraprastha Apollo Hospital, New
Delhi during January 2020 to November 2020 on Novalis-Tx (Varian
Linear Accelerator) with sliding window IMRT techniques were
selected for this study.
Exclusion criteria: The patients beyond the FIGO staging range
IB-IIIB were excluded from this study.
Patients were positioned with an immobilisation mask system.
Continuous 3 mm Computed Tomography (CT) scans of the pelvis
cancer patients were obtained with a spiral CT scanner (Siemens
Biograph) in the supine position. Dose prescription to the PTV was
50.4 Gy in 28 fractions. The prescribed doses were given in 28
fractions (1.8Gy/fraction), one fraction per day, and 5 fractions per
week. Optimisation constraints for PTV and OARs were based on
the Radiation Therapy and Oncology Group (RTOG) 0724 protocol
[28].
Treatment planning and delivery: All techniques were generated
by using Eclipse version 13 (Varian Medical Systems, Palo Alto, CA,
USA) treatment planning system (TPS). The calculations were done
with the High Definition (HD)-120 MLC. The plans were calculated
with 6 MV photons. The number of fields was 9 for IMRT with 600
MU/min dose rate. For RapidArc, the triple arc (CW, CCW, and 90°
CW) treatment field was split into 178 control points. The beam
aperture was defined for each control point by MLC changes and
gantry angle. The dose rate varied between 100 MU/min and a
maximum of 600 MU/min. The algorithm used for planning purposes
was Anisotropic Analytical Algorithm (AAA) [29-33]. During the
RapidArc optimisation, the standard clinical IMRT objectives, in
terms of target coverage and dose to OARs, were used.

STATISTICAL ANALYSIS
Statistical Software Package for the Social Sciences (SPSS) version
20.0 (IBM Corporation, USA) was used for statistical analysis.
Descriptive analysis was performed to determine the mean and
Standard Deviation (SD) value of different dose-volume parameters
of target, OARs and different dosimetric indices. A paired two-tailed
t-test was performed to compare the IMRT technique with the
RapidArc technique for radiotherapy treatment of cervical cancer
patients. The p-value < 0.05 was considered for the significance of
statistical inferences.
Plan Evaluation Parameters: Evaluation of plans was performed
utilising standard Dose-Volume Histograms (DVHs). For PTV
minimum, mean, and maximum doses were evaluated. According to
the International Commission on Radiation Units and Measurements
(ICRU) report 83 [34], D98% (minimum dose received by 98% of PTV
volume) and D2% (maximum dose received by 2% of PTV volume)
2
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dose-volume parameters were evaluated for PTV. Apart from Dmax
and Dmean, V40Gy parameters were also evaluated for rectum and
bladder. For small bowel, Dmean and D200cc parameters were taken
into considerations. Numbers of MUs and TT were also evaluated
for patient comfort and long term side effects. Other calculated
parameters were CI, HI, GI, coverage index (C), and UDI.
Dose coverage is defined as 100% of the PTV receiving the
prescribed dose. It gives a measure of how well the PTV is covered
by the prescribed dose. A plan covered by 92% of prescribed dose
is considered acceptable [35].
Coverage Index (C)=PTVPI/PTV
Where, PTVPI is the PTV receiving the Prescribed Isodose (PI).
The CI was first proposed in 1993 by RTOG and described in Report
no. 62 of ICRU [36]. It is presented as a relation between the volume
of the reference dose and target volume.
Conformity Index (CI)=VIR/TV
Where, VIR is the volume of reference dose and TV is the target
volume.
According to the RTOG guidelines [37], ranges of CI values have
been defined to determine the quality of conformation. Theoretically,
1 is an ideal value for CI. If the CI is situated between 1 and 2, the
treatment is considered to comply with the treatment plan.
In 1993, RTOG proposed guidelines for routine evaluation of plans
on several parameters and HI. The concept of HI was developed as
an extension of the dosimetric analysis of the treatment plan.
Homogeneity Index (HI)=Imax/RI
Where, Imax is maximum isodose in the target, and RI is the reference
isodose.
If the HI value is ≤2, treatment is considered to comply with the
protocol, if this index is between 2 to 2.5, it is considered as a minor
violation, but if the index exceeded 2.5, the violation of the protocol
is considered to be major, but might nevertheless considered
acceptable [38].
The dose GI can compare the plan of equal conformity but with
different dose gradients. The quality of this dose gradient is quantified
by GI. The dose GI is defined as the ratio of the volume receiving the
PI line and the dose-volume receiving half of the PI line [39,40].
Dose gradient index (GI)=DVPI/DVHPI
Where, DVPI is the dose-volume of the PI; DVHPI is the dose volume
of the half the prescribed dose.
The UDI consists of all four parameter that are described above
[12]. It is a useful tool to decide on a perfect plan. For any perfect
planning, all value of CI, HI, GI, and C should also be perfect.
Change in any of the four components may change the value of
UDI. UDI value close to 1 is desirable whereas a higher value of UDI
is not desirable. Perfect planning have UDI value one [41]. All the
four parameters have equal weightage in any planning so that UDI
define as:
UDI=CI × C × HI × GI

RESULTS
The colour wash of different doses in axial, coronal, and sagittal is
shown in [Table/Fig-1]. From dose distribution, it can easily find out
there is a dose reduction in the bladder and rectum in RapidArc plan.
The same type of dose distribution was obtained for other patients
also. Dosimetric assessments of both the treatment techniques are
tabulated in [Table/Fig-2-4]. Doses to bladder, rectum, and small
bowel were within the tolerance limit for both the plans as per
recommended by RTOG guideline P0126 [42]. But from the [Table/
Fig-2,3], it was clear that results were in favour of the RapidArc plan
in respect to better OARs sparing at the cost of good PTV coverage
as shown in [Table/Fig-5,6]. [Table/Fig-4] shows that number of
MUs used by the IMRT plan was three times higher than Rapid plan
Journal of Clinical and Diagnostic Research. 2021 May, Vol-15(5): XC01-XC05
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dosimetric indexes like HI, CI, ID, C, and UDI. The mean value of
CI, HI, GI, and C for RapidArc plan were 1.55±0.07, 1.07±0.07,
0.98±0.01, and 0.78±0.03, respectively. The same index values
for the IMRT plan were 1.67±0.06, 1.10±0.06, 0.96±0.01, and
0.78±0.04, respectively [Table/Fig-4]. From the above value of CI,
HI, GI, and C it is clear that RapidArc plans are better in all the
parameters [Table/Fig-8]. In Results of this UDI scoring are also in
favour RapidArc plan (1.25±0.11 for RapidArc plans and 1.38±0.13
for IMRT plans).

[Table/Fig-1]: Illustration of dose distribution for radiotherapy treatment of an
example cervical cancer patient using nine fields IMRT (left side) in (a) axial view, (b)
sagittal view, and (c) coronal view and similar CT cut planned by triple arc RapidArc
technique (right side) in (d) axial view, (e) sagittal view, and (f) coronal view.
Techniques
PTV Parameters

IMRT
(Mean±S.D)

RapidArc
(Mean±S.D)

p-value
(Paired t-test)

Dmax (Gy)

53.93±0.92

52.56±0.77

<0.001

Dmin (Gy)

36.55±3.54

38.20±3.48

<0.001

Dmean (Gy)

49.75±0.48

49.83±0.60

0.327

[Table/Fig-5]: Illustration of PTV dosimetric parameters for IMRT and RapidArc
treatment technique.

[Table/Fig-2]: Dose values of Planning Target Volume (PTV) with their significance
level in comparison of intensity-modulated radiotherapy (IMRT) technique with
RapidArc technique.
Dmax: Maximum Dose; Dmin: Minimum Dose; Dmean: Mean Dose

Techniques
Organs at risk
(OARs)

Rectum

Bladder

Small Bowel

IMRT
(Mean±S.D)

RapidArc
(Mean±S.D

p-value
(Paired t-test)

Dmax (Gy)

52.78±1.02

51.45±0.76

<0.001

Dmean (Gy)

38.81±1.67

37.60±1.51

0.025

V40Gy (%)

34.71±2.15

33.50±1.91

<0.001

Dmax (Gy)

53.01±0.70

52.43±0.74

0.005

Dmean (Gy)

37.60±1.51

36.61±1.64

<0.001

V40Gy (%)

30.27±3.35

28.67±3.21

<0.001

Dmean(Gy)

22.58±2.58

21.54±1.96

0.002

D200cc (Gy)

40.44±3.35

39.13±3.25

<0.001

Parameters

[Table/Fig-3]: Dose values of Organs at risk (OARs) with their significance level in
comparison of intensity-modulated radiotherapy (IMRT) technique with RapidArc
technique [42].

Treatment techniques
IMRT
(Mean±S.D)

RapidArc
(Mean±S.D)

p-value
(Paired t-test)

3.71±0.73

2.39±0.35

<0.001

1560.47±52.16

542.33±51.09

<0.001

Conformity Index (CI)

1.67±0.06

1.55±0.07

<0.001

Homogeneity Index (HI)

1.10±0.06

1.07±0.07

<0.001

Dose Gradient Index (GI)

0.96±0.01

0.98±0.01

<0.001

Coverage Index (C)

0.78±0.04

0.78±0.03

0.234

Unified Dosimetry Index
(UDI)

1.38±0.13

1.25±0.11

<0.001

Parameters
Treatment Time (min.)
Number of Monitor Units
(MUs)

[Table/Fig-4]: Treatment time, number of monitor units (MUs), and dosimetric
indices with their statistical significance level in comparison of intensity-modulated
radiotherapy (IMRT) technique with RapidArc technique.

(1560.47±52.16 for IMRT and 542.33±51.09 for RapidArc) [Table/
Fig-7]. Due to this, overall TT significantly increased for the IMRT
plan, which was around 1.5 times higher than the RapidArc plan
(3.71±0.73 for IMRT and 2.39±0.35 for RapidArc) [Table/Fig-7].
In the present study, a plan quality analyses by using different
Journal of Clinical and Diagnostic Research. 2021 May, Vol-15(5): XC01-XC05

[Table/Fig-6]: Illustration of different dosimetric parameters for Rectum (a), Bladder (b) and Small Bowel (c) between IMRT and RapidArc treatment technique.

DISCUSSION
RapidArc therapy trail gives a large degree of freedom by providing
many control points (178) for dynamic dose delivery during gantry
rotation. In comparison to RapidArc, IMRT plans provide dose
delivery only at fixed beam angles only. Due to this, IMRT plans
may skip some best possible beam angles during dose delivery.
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CONCLUSION(S)
A RapidArc technique shows better target coverage, homogeneity,
and conformity in comparison with fixed-field IMRT techniques. There
is a sharper dose fall-off for the RapidArc plan with a comparative
dose to surrounding organs like bowel rectum and bladder. These
all parameters combined and give better UDI scoring in favour of
RapidArc. The potential benefit of Rapid Arc in respect of patient
comfort is shorter TT and in long term side effect is lesser MUs.
This study shows that a RapidArc can be an alternative where it’s
required in favour of patient comfort as well as clinically benefit also.
A prospective study should be performed with larger data set to
validate the recommendations of this study.
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